
 

 

Powerful Tools for Teaching and Learning: Digital Storytelling 

My Digital Story Title: Principles of Storyboarding for e-Learning Designs 

My digital story in the "Technology" category will be based on the "Principles of Storyboarding for e-learning 
designs". I think this story will be suitable for e-learning students or professionals seeking to understand the 
concept of storyboarding. 
 
In a professional workplace, my story should be useful to train new e-learning staff how to employ the benefits of 
storyboards to build e-learning courses and instructional materials. In the classroom, lecturers can make use of 
my story to visually display to students the concepts and principles of storyboarding as a necessary stage in e-
learning design. 
 
General Notes 

General background theme: Classroom scenes 
Estimated Timing 
Script alone: 04:30 
Video inclusions: 03:00 
Montage and Credit roll: 01:00 
Total estimated Time: 08:30 
 

Audio 
Track: Ciacona fam-Guitarra II 

Artist: Re-Lab 

Licensed under Creative commons (CC BY-SA) 

https://www.jamendo.com/en/track/899141/ciacona-fam-guitarra-ii 

 

Images  
1Flat-design of boy with inscription ID on body and think bubble over his head. In think bubble is the building of a 
house 
2Picture of me with my laptop 
3Picture of me obviously disturbed and troubled 
Design  

Narration  
1As a growing e-learning professional, my usual way of developing courses is to open my authoring tool, jot down 
some ideas that are floating around in my head and I am good to go! Unfortunately, this has often meant that I 
would work on the first two or three slides and 3 I get stuck! I would leave it for a few days, only to discover that 
the overall theme is not consistent. 

 

Images  
4Flat-design of boy with inscription ID on body and hand on chin, with question mark above his head 
5Flat-design of boy with inscription ID on body holding up letters 
Design  

Story-boarding spelt out in text form. Block letters. 
Audio (Not decided) 

Narration  
4What was I missing? What did I not think about? What I didn’t fully understand was one critical stage in the 
design of e-Learning.  
5Story-boarding! 

https://class.coursera.org/digitalstorytelling-001/


 

 

Video 
7Video of three professionals defining what storyboarding is. 
Image 
8Picture of me drawing on a large sheet of paper on table, with sleeves rolled and pen in one ear (supposedly a 
plan).  
Design 
6Background with Question – What is Story-boarding? 
Audio (Not decided) 

Narration  
8In simple words, storyboarding is that phase in e-learning design where you plan out your course before the 
actual design. The material that results from this phase is called a Storyboard. This serves as a guide or map as 
you put one graphic, text, interaction or content over another. 
 

 

Video 
10Video of three professionals explain their storyboard content 
Images  

Flat-design image of a man with ‘ID’ inscription 
Flat-design image of table and large pot with ‘storyboard’ inscription on pot 
Design  
9Background with Statement – Storyboard Content 
11Man pulling each content highlight into the pot 
Audio (Not decided) 

Narration  
9One question several students and newbies ask is “What degree of detail should be included in my storyboard?”  
11I have always answered by saying your storyboard should contain as much detail as needed as a guide for you. 
Typically you want to include: 
* the course details: title, client, no of slides, learning objective;  
* menu description,  
* audio narration if to be included;  
* image description or actual image; 
* interaction description. 

 

Images  
12Images of hand sketches storyboard 
13Images of table format storyboard (if possible, show MS word) 
14Images of storyboard with images (if possible, show storyboardthat) 
15Images of all three types and forms 
Design 

Audio (Not decided) 

Narration  

Storyboards could be in different forms depending on the storyboard tool you adapt.  
* 12You could simply sketch with your hand on paper 
* 13Write a text only, in table format using a simple tool like Microsoft word 
* 14Include images and animation using a more visual tool like Microsoft PowerPoint or StoryboardThat. 
15With storyboarding, you must remember that there is no 'One size fits all'. It all depends on what is convenient 
for you and probably convenient for your clients as well. 



 

 

 

Image 
18Infographic image of learning objective VS e-learning objects…text, image etc. 
Video 
17Video of three professionals explaining their perceived benefits of storyboarding 
Design  
16Background with statement – Benefits of Storyboarding 
Audio (Not decided) 

Narration  
16Why do we storyboard before creating e-Learning designs? 
18One technical reason is that Storyboards forces you to have a reason for every text, image, audio, animation, 
interaction; based on your learning objective. 

 

Images  
19Flat-design man jumping and happy 
Design  

Audio (Not decided) 

Narration  
19Storyboarding is a necessary and important stage in the design of e-Learning instructional materials. If 
instructional designers employ the benefits of Storyboards, such training materials will become more engaging for 
the learners. 

 

Video/Image 

Behind the scenes (if possible 
Design  

End Credits… 
Contributors – Names & website 
Video dedicated to God and members of the articulate e-Learning heroes community. (Show image of 
community) 
All Images created by me 
All rights reserved 


